


Today, companies struggle to control and govern increasingly complex environments that extend across data centers, multiple clouds, and edge. 
Each environment and cloud possesses its own set of management tools. Azure Arc simplifies governance and management by delivering a 
consistent multi-cloud and on-premises management platform. 
 
If your organisation is currently running workloads independently of Azure, you’re probably used to a stress-inducing collation process. Well, no 
more, as managing your resources consistently is now simplified. From Windows to Linux, SQL Servers, Kubernetes Clusters, or any Cloud, any 
time, they’re all accounted for with Azure ARC. Govern, organise, manage your asset inventory in a homogenous way or get central visibility to 
them from a single pane of glass. Not only does this optimise efficiency, but it allows you to meet governance, compliance and organisational 
standard practices across all policies throughout apps, infrastructure, and Data.

Simplify Security and Compliance with Azure ARC

Azure ARC overview

Azure Arc enabled servers 1 Server per Environment 5 Server per Environment 10 Server per Environment

Azure control panel functionality
Update Management Free

Azure Policy guest configuration 
Policies Inventory 
Change Tracking

R110.00 R550.00 R1,100.00

Azure Monitor 
(first 5Gb included, 250 Mb per day)

R150.00  
*cost per Environment per month

Azure Defender for Cloud R260.00 R1,300.00 R2,600.00

Assessments Block 64 / Cloud Readiness 
SQL / CSAT

Monthly Total R520.00 R1,850.00 R3,700.00

Azure Sentinel (250 Mb per day) R250/per env./month

Azure Backup 
Depending on client’s backup 

requirements
Starting  from R95pm***

Defender for Endpoint/Server
P1 - R52pm / per endpoint
P2 - R90pm / per endpoint

Optional services available

*cost is subject to ROE

Azure arc



Azure Policy helps to enforce 
organisational standards and to 

assess compliance at-scale. Through 
its compliance dashboard, it provides 
an aggregated view to evaluate the 

overall state of the environment, 
with the ability to drill down to the 
per-resource, per-policy granularity

Azure Monitor helps you maximise 
the availability and performance of 

your applications and services. It 
delivers a comprehensive solution 

for collecting, analysing, and acting 
on telemetry from your Cloud and 

on-premises environments

Microsoft Defender for Cloud is a 
Cloud Security Posture Management 

(CSPM) and Cloud Workload Protection 
Platform (CWPP) for all of your Azure, 
on-premises, and multicloud (Amazon 

AWS and Google GCP) resources. 
Defender for Cloud fills three vital 

needs as you manage the security of 
your resources and workloads in the 

Cloud and on-premises

Microsoft Sentinel is a scalable, 
Cloud-native solution that provides:

Security information and event 
management (SIEM)

Security orchestration, automation, 
and response (SOAR)

Azure Backup automatically allocates 
and manages backup storage, and it uses 
a pay-as-you-use model. So you only pay 
for the storage you consume. Learn more 

about pricing. Multiple storage options 
- Azure Backup offers three types of 
replication to keep your storage/data 

highly available

Microsoft Defender for Endpoint 
empowers your enterprise to 

rapidly stop attacks, scale your 
security resources, and evolve your 

defenses by delivering best-in-
class endpoint security across 

Windows, macOS, Linux, Android, 
iOS, and network devices
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